Partition Searching with Microsoft Access and Excel

Overview
MathSpec software is designed for very rapid screening and identification
of small molecules from accurate-mass MS/MS data. (Our software
requires that the experimental accurate-masses must be within 5 mDa of
the theoretical exact masses or better.)
We have two products that are integrated together: 1) a search
application that compares experimental MS/MS data to a database of
250K common compounds stored as mathematical partitions of their
exact molecular weight; and 2) an Excel Add-In that generates modular
structures from accurate-mass fragmentation data, without working
backwards from a structure.

MW is the accurate mass of the analyte
after correcting for the adduct.
+ sign is the link to
the Results Table

Hyperlink to the EPA
CompTox Chemical
Dashboard; a mass
search with a 4 mDa
window.

In DDA, sometimes the
selected precursor mass is
most likely a fragment of a
labile analyte of greater
mass. This column would
indicate that relationship.

Excel Row is the row number
of each analyte spectrum (in
the corresponding Excel Workbook) to allow a spectrum to
be easily imported into the Excel DataInput worksheet. This
row will stay with the analyte
no matter how the database is
sorted.

(e.g. “538.175 >>“)

MS/MS spectral data on up to
12 accurate masses and relative
intensities

Experimentally determined relative isotope
data for the first four isotopes.

Mass Spectrometry by the Numbers
Identifying Small Molecules from
Accurate-Mass Fragmentation Data

Analyte is an averaged
mass when a similar
accurate mass is observed multiple times.

The most common approach for analyzing mass
spectral data is a combination of fragmentation rules
and circular reasoning, working backwards from the
answer.
With the recent widespread use of orbitraps and Q-tof
instruments, accurate-mass fragmentation data is now
readily available to many chemists. This book
describes a new mathematical and statistical approach
for extracting and visualizing fragmentation data, called
partitioning. While computationally intensive,
partitioning has now been implemented as a simple
Excel Add-In (not included with the book).

The strategy is to run all samples on one or two generic LCMS systems
using data dependent acquisition. (DDA). The raw data is then converted
into two generic formats and uploaded to the users folder on AWS
(Amazon Web Services). The data analysis starts automatically
whenever new data files are detected. After analysis, the results are
downloaded and processed in Excel (to remove background
contaminants in the blank) and then archived in a Microsoft Access
database table.

This book is available on Amazon in both a paperback
and e-pub version.

AWS Partition Searching Software Actions
1. Finds the precursor mass that was selected by the instrument.
2. Finds/records the retention time, accurate mass and intensities of
the precursor and its isotopes from MS data.
3. Determines the adduct (H+, Na+, 2M+H+, etc.).

4. Corrects the accurate mass of the precursor for the adduct.
5. Compares the MS/MS data to molecules stored as partitions of
the MW; scores any matches.
6. Records number of synonyms/classification of matches.
7. Creates hyperlinks from compound CID to the Pubchem
Compound database, and from the mass of the analyte to the
EPA CompTox Chemicals Dashboard.

Excel Add-In, Data Modifications
1. Subtracts out rows (spectra) that have almost the same mass and
retention time as components in the reagent blank.
2. Marks rows with precursors that are probably IS-CID fragments of
larger analytes eluting at the same time.
3. Assigns a unique number to each row (“Excel row number”) so
data can be imported into the DataInput sheet to generate
modular structures.

Above: some selected rows of a Processed Data Table; each row represents one MS/MS spectrum and its associated MS and isotope data
Many analytes will
have no structures
proposed based on
MS/MS data. Here
the EPA dashboard
MW search is very
useful.

Some Applications
Environmental and food safety monitoring
1. Process data from high throughput instruments (e.g. Q-tofs,
orbitraps) faster than it can be acquired.
2. Archive results in an organized fashion using a Microsoft Access
database. Data can be searched, filtered, sorted, and queried.
3. Easily generate modular structures of unknown analytes with the
Rational Numbers Excel Add-In to aid in identification.

Central Analytical Laboratories, Novel Compounds
1. Run all samples with one or two generic DDA methods; no need
to develop a new LCMS method for each project and submitter.
2. Decentralize routine data analysis for identification. With the aid
of our low cost Excel Add-In, mass spectrometry identification can
now be done by the submitters (e.g. synthetic chemists, chemical
engineers). The mass spectrometry scientists can then devote
time to more complex problems.

Hyperlinks to Pubchem
Compound elemental formula search.

